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of the night
Gardeners 
Story compiled by Mike Sullivan from information and articles supplied by Doug Gimesy. Photography © Doug Gimesy.
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PUBLIC UNDERSTANDING about the 
complexity, threats and environmental 
importance of flying foxes has taken 

on an entirely new perspective thanks to the 
work of people like conservation and wildlife 
photographer Doug Gimesy. 

His remarkable images of grey-headed 
flying-foxes – including young attached to their 
mothers while in flight, matched with close-ups 
of these fascinating animals siphoning nectar 
from Australian native flowers – have recently 
contributed to a much greater public awareness 
of this fascinating and important keystone species. 

Simply put, grey-headed flying-foxes are social, 
affectionate, and play at least the same vital 
pollinator role in Australia as bees – but over far 
greater distances.

Doug Gimesy’s award winning photographs 
often convey a wholesomeness – if not cuteness 

– to these flying mammals that has rarely been 
seen by the public. Yet his images do not shy 
away from the ordeals that flying-foxes also face 
from the many human-made impacts such as 
global warming, habitat destruction, barbed wire, 
backyard fruit tree netting and power lines.

The publication of Gimesy’s grey-headed flying-
fox photos by the likes of National Geographic, 
BBC Wildlife and Australian Geographic have been 
an important step in helping Australians and 
other people around the world better appreciate 
how wonderful these animals are in their own 
right, as well as the importance they play across 
the broader ecosystem.

Profoundly different

Also commonly referred to as a fruit bat, the 
grey-headed flying-fox (Pteropus poliocephalus) 
is a type of ‘megabat’, and one of four mainland 

species of flying-foxes found in Australia along 
with the black flying-fox (Pteropus alecto), the 
spectacled flying-fox (Pteropus conspicillatus), and 
the little red flying-fox (Pteropus scapulatus). 

Markedly different to smaller bat species, 
Australasian Bat Society president, Dr Justin 
Welbergen explained, “Most smaller bats tend 
to roost in dark places like caves, mines, tree 
hollows and under bark, and rely on echolocation 
to navigate and find food – usually insects. Many 
don’t travel long distances in search of food but 
rather hibernate when supplies are low. 

“Flying-foxes, however, roost in amongst the 
branches of tall trees, possess keen eyesight and a 
powerful sense of smell, and travel epic distances 
in search of ephemeral sources of nectar, pollen 
and fruit.” 

Highly social and intelligent mammals, 
grey-headed flying-foxes (GHFF) can live for  
up to 20 years in the wild and typically give 
birth to just one pup per year, normally between 
September and December.

Being highly social also means they tend to 
roost in large groups. These gatherings are not 
only important for social interactions, but are also 
a place of rest and refuge during the significant 
phases of their annual lifecycle such as mating, 
giving birth and raising their young. Although 
generally used intermittently, some flying-fox 
camps have now been established for more than 
100 years – longer than some Australian cities.

The great night gardeners

If you’re lucky enough, on a warm Melbourne 
summer’s evening you can see the daily exodus 
of up to 50,000 grey-headed flying-foxes making 
their way from their urban sanctuary to the 
nearby suburbs and beyond. ►p.28
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Want to help save flying-foxes?
Everyone can help in saving our precious grey-headed flying-fox with very little effort.

WELCOME THEM

If you have grey-headed flying-foxes in your neighbourhood and 
garden you’re lucky to have them.
•  Plant flowering gums and nectar bearing native trees and shrubs.
•  Fruit bats love flowering gums and nectar-bearing trees so if you 

can, plant some.
•  If you have a lot of room, a Moreton Bay fig tree or River Red Gum 

is a gift to wildlife and the environment for hundreds of years.
•  Ask your local council to plant flowering natives. 

USE ONLY WILDLIFE  FRIENDLY  
FRUIT  TREE NETTING**

Ideally fruit tree netting should not be used at all. If you feel 
you must, ensure that any fruit tree netting is wildlife-friendly, 
as other netting can 
cause horrible injuries. 
This means any netting 
should have a gap size of 
less than five millimetres. 
•  If you can put your 

little finger through it, 
it is too big. 

•  Also avoid using black 
and/or monofilament 
types. 

•  When attaching it, also ensure that all of the netting is taut. They 
are less likely to get caught if spread tightly over a frame rather 
than thrown loosely over a tree

MANAGE ANY BARBED WIRE **

Avoid using barbed wire 
if you can. It can maim 
and kill many species, 
not just bats.
•  If you must use barbed 

wire, paint the top 
fluoro or white. This 
allows wildlife to see 
it at night and helps 
avoid entanglement. 

•  Also consider covering any wire with bags or plastic pipes near 
trees where GHFF’s may feed.

•  If you have barbed wire that no longer has any purpose,  
get it removed.

DO NOT DISTURB

If you are visiting a colony or camp, or you’re lucky to find a bat or 
two enjoying a meal of fruit or nectar somewhere, keep noise to a 
minimum, keep your distance and keep pets away.

PROTECT THE HOMES THEY HAVE

They are already running out of space and places to live and eat, so 
reject any ‘development’ or ‘works’ that encroaches on or disturbs their  
homes (i.e. established colonies or camp sites) or impacts our forests.

PROTECT NATIVE FORESTS

They need these for food. They also act as ‘stepping-stones’ in their 
migration up the coast.

DON'T F ISH AROUND FLYING-FOX COLONIES 
AND REMOVE OLD F ISHING L INES AND HOOKS 

As flying-foxes dip into the water to cool off and grab a drink, they 
can also get entangled in old fishing lines and hooks. If you find 
any in waterways, safely dispose of them.

SUPPORT A LOCAL ANIMAL RESCUE ORGANISATION

Thousand of hours and 
thousands of dollars 
are spent by selfless 
volunteers rescuing and 
caring for bats each 
year. Even a few dollars 
makes a big difference, 
so consider supporting 
animal and bat rescue 
groups in your local area.

Join a volunteer or community group that supports wildlife and 
native forest conservation. 

PROTEST ABOUT THEM BEING SHOT

Despite being listed as vulnerable, permits still get issued to shoot 
flying-foxes in and around commercial fruit crops in NSW and QLD. 
If you hear of this, write and object to the relevant authorities  
and politicians.

GET HELP IMMEDIATELY IF  YOU F IND  
AN INJURED GHFF

A bat found alone during daylight hours is most likely in trouble.  
If you see one in fruit tree netting, on power lines or on barbed 
wire, it is definitely in 
trouble and in need of 
urgent care. The longer 
they are trapped, the 
more damage they will 
do to themselves and 
the more stress they 
are under. 

In breeding season 
(late September – December) keep an eye out for flying-foxes, with 
possible babies, electrocuted on power lines. Sometimes the mother 
will be dead but the baby is still alive.

NEVER TOUCH A BAT IF  YOU F IND ONE. 

Immediately call your local wildlife group for assistance. 

SPREAD THE WORD. 

Most people know very little about flying-foxes. How intelligent 
they are, how social they are and how important they are for our 
ecosystem. Many people also don’t understand the threats they 
face and what can be done to help.

Help inform your friends and family by sharing this article and 
encouraging understanding and tolerance.

**Excellent sites for information:  
http://www.wildlifefriendlyfencing.com/WFF/Netting.html  
http://www.wildlifefriendlyfencing.com/WFF/Friendly_Fencing.html
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Above: The sunset spectacular of 
flying-foxes heading over Melbourne 
belies the species’ health. Since 
European settlement, it is estimated 
that the national population has 
declined by over 90 percent – a result 
of human driven impacts such as 
continued habitat destruction and 
increased global warming induced 
heat-stress events.

Right: To return to the wild, rescued 
orphans undergo what is known as a  

‘soft release’. They are first moved into 
a small aviary to develop their flight 
skills and build the strength. After that 
they progress into a larger cage near 
the colony (pictured) with a hatch.  
At first, the hatch stays closed, and food 
is provided daily. In time, the hatch is 
left open, allowing residents to head 
out when they feel ready. 

Below left: On warm days, grey-
headed flying-foxes sometimes take 

‘belly-dips’ onto rivers and streams. 
These high-speed aeronautical feats 

allow them to not only cool down,  
but also get a drink, by licking the 
water from their wet fur.
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Above: Grey-headed flying-foxes have 
wingspans of up to 1m allowing them 
to fly great distances. Cruising speeds 
are about 25km/h, however with a 
tailwind, they can reach speeds of up 
to 60km/h. 

Left: By day, grey-headed flying-foxes 
generally hang together in treetop 
camps, sometimes consisting of 
thousands of individuals.

Below right: A rescued grey-headed 
flying-fox is released back into the 
wild after having spent several months 
of home care. 
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The park’s Victoria ranger responsible for 
their Melbourne home at Yarra Bend Park, 
zoologist Stephen Brend said, “I don’t think 
most people appreciate how lucky we are to have 
this right on our doorstep, just 5km from the 
city. What an incredible spectacle it is to witness 
flying mammals, with wingspans of over a metre, 
crossing a major city at night. 

“I’ve worked all over the world, and seen the 
animal migrations in Africa, but this fly-out is 
certainly one of my favourite wildlife experiences, 
and so easily accessible to everyone to watch.” 

While it is an incredible spectacle, this daily 
nocturnal excursion also plays a vital role in the 
health of our native forests. 

Travelling on average around 20km a night 
to feed before returning home means they help 
disperse pollen and seeds and, in doing so, 
contribute to the reproductive and evolutionary 
processes of forest communities. 

In fact, they are our most effective long-
distance native pollinators and seed dispersers 

– at least as important as other, more well-known 
pollinators such as birds and bees, who are 
often given all the credit for this role. Indeed 
grey-headed flying-foxes have been recorded 
travelling between and Melbourne and Sydney 
in just two days – that’s over 700km.

As Dr Anja Divljan from the Australian 
Museum explained, “Grey-headed flying-foxes 
are vital for the health of Australian ecosystems. 
As they feed, thousands of pollen grains collect on 
their fur and many small seeds collect in their gut. 

“Coupled with their ability to fly long distances 
each night, this means they provide a great 
mechanism for cross-pollinating plants and 
dispersing seeds over large areas – they really are 
the great night gardeners of our ecosystem.”

This spread of pollen and seeds is not only 
limited to around 20km a night from an 
established camp. The trees that flying-foxes 
rely on for food tend to flower at different times 

in different parts of the Australian landscape, so 
local nectar and pollen supplies are generally not 
stable enough for many bats to base themselves 
in a single place for the entire year.

As Doug Gimesy explained, because of this, as 
winter approaches in Victoria many grey-headed 
flying-foxes will leave their Melbourne camp 
and move up the east coast in search of large 
flowering events to help them get through the 
lean colder months. 

During this time, Melbourne’s Yarra Bend 
Park grey-headed flying-fox population will drop 
to between just 2,000 and 5,000 compared with 
nearly 50,000 over the summer months. 

As Dr Welbergen explained, “Camps are more 
like backpacker hostels than stable households, 
housing a constantly changing clientele that 
comes to visit local attractions. Camps are 
connected into large networks through which 
flying-foxes move in response to changes in local 
food resources.”

Foraging can be dangerous
Leaving the safety of their homes in an urban 
environment in search for food can be extremely 
dangerous for flying-foxes.

Natural predators include large birds of prey 
– for example the powerful owl – large snakes 
and goannas. 

But there are man-made hazards that are 
equally threatening. Becoming entangled in 
fruit tree netting and barbed wire, as well as 
being electrocuted on power lines, can all take 
a terrible toll. 

No one appreciates the impact that these types 
of human obstacles can have more than Bev 
Brown. Bev was recently awarded an Order of 
Australia Medal for her decades of work rescuing 
and caring for urban grey-headed flying-foxes.

“I don’t think people realise how devastating 
power lines, or inappropriate fruit tree netting, 
or barbed wire can be to these little mammals,” 
Bev Brown said. “I have rescued over 300 grey-
headed flying-foxes in the last 10 years, and I’ll 

  On hot days when resting 
in trees, flying-foxes 
will spread their highly 
vascular wings, thereby 
allowing more air to flow 
over them and so helping 
them cool down. 
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…Continued from page 23

  A rescued grey-headed 
flying-fox pup is looked 
after by Bev Brown – a 
recent Order of Australia 
Medal (OAM) recipient 
for her work in animal 
welfare and bat rescue. 
This young bat was found 
at the bottom of a tree 
clinging onto some bark. 
He most likely fell off his 
mum whilst she was out 
flying for dinner, however 
after several months 
of loving care, he was 
successfully released back 
into the wild.
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never get used to seeing a grey-headed flying-fox 
tear its wings as it desperately tries to untangle 
itself from someone’s backyard fruit tree netting, 
or as they hopelessly try and chew their way 
through barbed wire. 

“I’ve even seen an entangled mum try to chew 
its wing off in a desperate attempt to escape and 
get back to its pup in the camp. It’s just heart 
breaking, and what’s really frustrating, is that 
much of this trauma is preventable. 

“If people just did a few simple things like use 
appropriate fruit tree netting or paint the top line 
of any barbed wire in a bright colour so they can 
see it, it would make a huge difference.”

As devastating as they are, barbed wire, 
inappropriate fruit tree netting – for example 
the monofilament wide aperture variety – and 
power lines are not the only human threats to 
grey-headed flying-foxes.

Habitat destruction, shooting in orchards, camps 
disturbance and heat stress events can all greatly 
reduced grey-headed flying-fox populations.

Gimesy is clearly concerned, “...whilst seeing 
the spectacle of 50,000 fruit bats fly overhead 
may lead many people to think this species 
is doing just fine, unfortunately that’s not  
the case”. 

With the total population now estimated 
to fluctuate somewhere between 350,000 to 
780,000 along the east coast of Australia, some 
believe this number represents just a small 
fraction of the number that once existed. 

“Sadly, as a result of this population decline 
and continued threats, they are now listed as 
vulnerable to extinction,” Gimesy said. “And 
of course this decline not only impacts them 
directly, but also our forests.”

Dr Divljan has also extended a serious warning: 
“The way we are heading, we may lose this species 
in the next 100 years. If our aim is to preserve our 
native forests and unique Australian ecosystems 
for generations to come, we also have to reverse 
the decline of these magnificent night gardeners.”

The public can help

As with all conservation or animal welfare issues 
that are caused by humans, we can also all do 
something to help. 

As Lawrence Pope, author of Some Touch of 
Pity and president of the Friends of Bats and 
Bushcare explained, “There is a lot we can do 
and should do to help the grey-headed flying- 
fox. Abstaining from using fruit tree netting, and 
sharing fruit with wildlife would be a good start, 
but if we also take care of the forests, we will also 
help take care of the bats, and of course, if we 
help take care of the bats, they will then help us 
take care of the forests.”

Doug Gimesy offered some simple words of  
kindness and acceptance, “Maybe next time a 
flying friend visits your garden at night, rather 
than be bothered by their night time chatter, or the 
nibbling on some of your fruit, consider welcoming 
them in for dinner. Maybe even plant a few more  
native trees so they’ll come back in the future. 

“It’s always nice to have guests pop over. And of  
course if you happen to be watching a glorious 
sunset over Melbourne’s city skyline from 
somewhere near Yarra Bend Park, maybe just wait 
a few minutes longer after the sun has finally set.

“If you do that, then you’ll most likely get to 
witness something much more spectacular and 
much more unique than the sunset – up to 
50,000 flying mammals heading out for dinner 
and, in turn, providing a vital service to our 
native forests and ecosystems.” n
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    Grey-headed flying-
fox wings can serve a 
multitude of purpose, 
including acting as very 
effective raincoats. 

   Most bats have a locking 
mechanism in each toe 
that keeps their claws 
flexed without using 
muscle energy. They 
actually must expend 
energy to open them. 

  Along with naturally 
curved toes and nails, 
these features allow 
them to sleep upside-
down without falling.
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